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Abstract

Event Temporal Relation Extraction (ETRE)
is a crucial yet challenging problem. Event
pairs are situated within a discourse at differ-
ent distances, which we refer to as proximity
bands. The temporal ordering communicated
about event pairs situated at more remote (i.e.,
“long”) or less remote (i.e., “short”) proxim-
ity bands is encoded differently. SOTA ETRE
models have tended to perform well on events
situated at either short or long proximity bands,
but not both. Yet, real-world, natural texts con-
tain all types of temporal event-pairs. In this
paper, we present MulCo: Multi-Scale Con-
trastive Knowledge Co-Distillation, a fusion
approach that shares knowledge across mul-
tiple event pair proximity bands in order to
improve performance on all types of temporal
datasets. Our experimental results show that
MulCo successfully integrates linguistic cues
pertaining to temporal reasoning across both
short and long proximity bands and achieves
new state-of-the-art results on several ETRE
benchmark datasets.

1 Introduction

Event Temporal Relation Extraction (ETRE),
which is a subtask of temporal reasoning, is a
machine learning task where what is predicted
is the order in which two event mentions from
a text (also called an event pair) were depicted
as happening in narrative time regardless of or-
der of mention within the text. Though this or-
dering is a key component of understanding a se-
quence of events mentioned in text, a challenge
arises when models must capture temporal cues for
event pairs situated at disparate proximity bands
with respect to one another. An early ETRE bench-
mark dataset is the TimeBankDense (TB-Dense)
corpus (Cassidy et al., 2014), which features an-
notations for event pairs in articles from the Time-
BankML news corpus (Pustejovsky et al., 2003).
This dataset biases heavily towards event pairs

situated at “short” proximity bands, i.e., situated
within two sentences of one another within the text.
Later work sought to complement TB-Dense with
datasets that include annotations for event pairs sit-
uated at longer proximity bands (i.e., larger than
three sentences): TDDiscourse-Auto (TDDAuto)
and TDDiscourse-Manual (TDDMan). TDDAuto,
curated for the most variety of short- and long-
distance pairs among its set, designates itself as the
complex real-world benchmark (Naik et al., 2019).
The benefits of these corpora for ETRE training
are that, in a real-world environment, queries on
temporal relations may not be limited to event pairs
situated within a specific proximity band.

State-of-the-art ETRE models specializing in
cues pertaining to one proximity band often fail
to capture cues from other proximity bands. In par-
ticular, BERT-based context embeddings are well
suited to Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks
that rely on short-distance linguistic cues (Ning
et al., 2019; Han et al., 2019a; Wang et al., 2020;
Ballesteros et al., 2020a), but struggle to detect
longer-range document properties like document
structure (Liu et al., 2021; Mathur et al., 2021;
Man et al., 2022). ETRE models that leverage
Graph Neural Networks to capture more expan-
sive, long-distance structural cues better capture
the way time is encoded across a whole document,
important for corpora that include long proximity
band event pairs (Liu et al., 2021). Differences
in performance between datasets with either pri-
marily long, short, or an even mixture of proxim-
ity bands demonstrate a significant challenge in
ETRE prediction: different information must be
learned to account for event-pair ordering across
proximity bands. TIMERS (Mathur et al., 2021)
is the first to explore the efficacy achieved through
BERT and GNN fusion and achieves strong per-
formance across existing temporal datasets. Still,
its performance improvement substantially relies
on a BERT-based context encoder, which suggests
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further improvement will require one of the follow-
ing: (1) GNN models must be integrated to better
tune for overcoming this challenge, or (2) a BERT
model must be provided salient long-distance con-
text information by another means.

The best-performing SOTA (Man et al., 2022)
follows option (2), using strategic selection of addi-
tional long-distance sentence pairs across the doc-
ument to augment BERT-based context encoding.
This improvement is restricted by BERT’s maxi-
mum input length, and therefore only a portion of
the context for the longest-distance pairs can be
used. Experimentation in Section 4.4 demonstrates
sub-optimal performance with this approach on
datasets with only long-distance event pairs, e.g.,
TDDMan. One explanation is that there are dis-
tinct types of temporal cues required for full ETRE
prediction, encompassing what is needed for both
short and long proximity bands. A preliminary ex-
periment in Table 1 shows complementary subsets
of event pairs correctly predicted by BERT and
by GNN. Though BERT generally performs bet-
ter than the GNN model, it fails to capture many
long-distance pairs predicted correctly by GNN.
GNN also demonstrates an advantage for process-
ing short-distance event-pairs whose mentions are
joined as dependent clauses, where the clause con-
struction introduces variation in narrative time rel-
ative to mention ordering. Reporting verbs, for
example, may introduce embedded clauses where
an event has already happened, is predicted to hap-
pen, or is happening during the time of the report.
This suggests the graph-based approach is able to
more flexibly capture temporal relationships be-
tween clauses when mention order and narrative
order differ. Our paper addresses the problem of
capturing distinct cues associated with different
proximity bands through exploitation of a third
option: a single model formulation that combines
knowledge across both long- and short-distance
pairs, achieving better performance regardless of
the composition of the corpus. We argue that com-
bining event-ordering “knowledge” between BERT
and GNN to build an integrated model can achieve
this high performance on both long- and short-
distance event pairs.

Therefore, we present the MulCo: Multi-
Scale Contrastive Knowledge Co-Distillation
model. MulCo performs knowledge distillation
and transfer through a multi-scale Subgraph-Aware
Transformer (SAT), using a contrastive objective to

Test Set TDDMan TDDAuto
BERT 91 1065
GNN 170 105

Table 1: Numbers of predictions that are only correctly
predicted either by BERT or GNN. The detail of BERT
and GNN models is in Section 4.5, and dataset distribu-
tion is in Appendix A.1.

build a joint embedding space between BERT and
GNN. As learning progresses, BERT and GNN em-
beddings function more similarly within the joint
embedding space by maximizing the mutual infor-
mation of both representations. To this end, we
are no longer “ensembling” but “distilling” a di-
verse set of cues into a uniform “fused” represen-
tation no longer specific to a type of event-pair
or composition of trained corpus. Unlike prior
approaches, which train a teacher first and then
distill to the student, we formulate knowledge dis-
tillation as a single end-to-end contrastive learning
paradigm. Knowledge, representation, and distil-
lation between BERT- and GNN-based represen-
tations are simultaneously optimized, leading to
a simpler, more effective, and higher-performing
model. Comprehensive experiments on widely-
used temporal relation extraction benchmarks vali-
date each component of our model, which achieves
new SOTA performance on event temporal relation
extraction. Ablation studies further demonstrate the
robustness and soundness of our proposed method.

2 Related Work

Event temporal relation extraction Many
transformer-based temporal ordering models have
been proposed in recent years (Ning et al., 2019;
Han et al., 2019a; Wang et al., 2020; Ballesteros
et al., 2020b; Zhou et al., 2022), and demonstrate
strong results on short-distance event-pair corpora
but not long-distance (see datasets in Section 4.1).
New work has attempted to bridge this gap using
document-level Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)
to capture syntactic, temporal, and rhetorical
dependencies, which help to communicate time for
long-distance pairs (Liu et al., 2021; Mathur et al.,
2021; Zhou et al., 2022). Another approach uses re-
inforcement learning to retrieve optimal sentences
for BERT-based training, and its implementation
achieves the current SOTA in the field (Man et al.,
2022). This approach is more effective for short-
than long-distance event pairs, as only a portion of
the context for the longest-distance pairs can be



meaningfully preserved in BERT embeddings.

Knowledge Distillation Our knowledge distilla-
tion builds on a existing method for compress-
ing large pre-trained language models first intro-
duced by Hinton et al. (2015), using a simple
student model to replicate the reasoning of a more
sophisticated teacher model by minimizing KL-
Divergence between output-class probability dis-
tributions of teacher and student. Other examples
of traditional teacher-student knowledge distilla-
tion language models include Sanh et al. (2019);
Sun et al. (2019); Liang et al. (2020); Liu et al.
(2022). Zhang et al. (2018) introduced a vari-
ant where distillation was a multi-stage optimiza-
tion process passing information mutually between
teacher and student. Recently, contrastive learn-
ing has been combined with knowledge distilla-
tion (Tian et al., 2020) to compress large-scale
pre-trained language models in a teacher-student
representation space (Sun et al., 2020; Fu et al.,
2021).

3 Methodology

In this section, we first review the elements of
event temporal relation extraction relevant to our
task and alternative event representations asso-
ciated with BERT- and GNN-based approaches.
Next, we describe our framework, starting from
a vanilla knowledge distillation approach and ex-
panding to structural and hierarchical distillation
over event representations. We further propose
a Subgraph-Aware Transformer (SAT) to reduce
computation overhead and improve knowledge
transfer between GNN and transformer-based lan-
guage models. Last, we present MulCo (see Fig-
ure 1), an end-to-end training framework that
jointly optimizes contrastive representation, mu-
tual knowledge distillation, and classification ob-
jectives.

3.1 Event Temporal Relation Extraction
3.1.1 Problem Definition
Let document D consist of M sentences D =
[S1, · · · , SM ], where each sentence contains a se-
quence of words, and R is a set of temporal rela-
tions1, e.g., after, before, equal, and vague. Doc-
ument D has several event-pairs, each event-pair
(e1i , e

2
i ) having a relation label ri ∈ R. The event

temporal relation extraction task is formulated as a
1Relation set depends on datasets listed in Appendix A.1.

multi-class classification problem to predict ri for
a given event-pair (e1i , e

2
i ) ∈ D.

3.1.2 BERT Event Representation Learning
We employ a BERT-based pre-trained language
model (BERT) fbert to encode event and event
pair representations. Let (e1i , e

2
i ) be the i-th event

pair, whose events e1i , e
2
i are contained in sentences

Sp, Sq respectively. Without loss of generality, we
follow prior work to extract a set of 2m − 1 sen-
tences2 to represent the event context:

D1
i = {Sp−m+1, · · · , Sp+m−1} (1)

D2
i = {Sq−m+1, · · · , Sq+m−1} (2)

where D1
i , D

2
i represents the event context of e1i , e

2
i

respectively. We then run BERT over D1
i and D2

i

to obtain the BERT event representations d1
i and

d2
i :

d1
i = fbert(D

1
i ) (3)

d2
i = fbert(D

2
i ) (4)

where d1
i ,d

2
i ∈ Rdp , dp is the hidden dimension

of fbert. We then concatenate d1
i ,d

2
i into a BERT

event pair representation hbert
i .

3.1.3 Graph Event Representation Learning
We strictly follow Mathur et al. (2021) to rep-
resent the document as a syntactic-aware graph
and a time-aware graph. Syntactic-aware graph
Gsg = (Vsg, Esg) represents the document’s syntac-
tic structure and contains three types of nodes Vsg:
document, sentence, and word. We construct four
types of edge connections: (i) document-sentence,
(ii) sentence-sentence, (iii) sentence-word, and (iv)
word-word. Time-aware graph Gtg = (Vtg, Etg)
encodes document-level time-related information.
It includes three types of nodes Vtg: Document
Creation Time (DCT), Time Expression (timex),
and Word (corresponding to event word, with
embeddings instantiated from BERT encoding),
and edges: (i) DCT-timex, (ii) timex-timex, and
(iii) word-timex. We use exactly the same way
in Mathur et al. (2021) to initialize all node embed-
dings via BERT. Refer to Mathur et al. (2021) for
more details.

Without loss of generality, let graph G = (V, A)
be either syntactic or temporal graphs with nodes
V and edge adjacency matrix A. Note, if not explic-
itly specified, ui denotes the i-th node in G. Let

2m will meet maximum BERT input length limitation.



Figure 1: Overview of our proposed MulCo framework.

u1i , u
2
i ∈ V denote nodes corresponding to events

e1i , e2i . We obtain the l-th layer event node represen-
tation h

1(l)
i ,h

2(l)
i for u1i , u

2
i via a L layer Graph

Neural Network (GNN) fgnn:

h
1(l)
i = fgnn(h

1(l−1)
i , A) (5)

h
2(l)
i = fgnn(h

2(l−1)
i , A) (6)

where h
1(l)
i ,h

2(l)
i ∈ Rdg , and dg is the hidden

dimension of fgnn. For each event node, we fuse
their L layer node representations into the final
event node representation as follows:

h1
i = fθ([h

1(1)
i , . . . ,h

1(l)
i ]) (7)

h2
i = fθ([h

2(1)
i , . . . ,h

2(l)
i ]) (8)

where fθ is a single layer multilayer perceptron
(MLP). Finally, we concatenate h1

i ,h
2
i into an

event pair representation h
gnn
i .

3.2 Model Formulation
3.2.1 Knowledge Distillation
Vanilla Distillation Let fα and fβ be the fully-
connected layers that output predicted logits for
BERT and GNN respectively. Given N event pairs
{(e1i , e2i ) | i = 1, . . . , N}, we can transfer knowl-
edge from GNN to BERT by a knowledge distilla-
tion objective from Hinton et al. (2015) in order to
minimize the KL-Divergence (KL) between class
output probability distributions from the logits of
BERT and GNN event pair representations:

LKD =

N∑
i=1

KL(σ(fα(hbert
i )), σ(fβ(h

gnn
i ))) (9)

where σ(·) denotes a softmax function. A
limitation of such distillation is that it only
transfers knowledge that contributes to successful
predictions of event temporal relations Tian
et al. (2020). Generally, it overlooks structural

knowledge from representation learning, which
leads to performance bottlenecks. Hence, we
propose to distill hierarchical structural knowledge
in the embedding space of the GNN to BERT.

Structural Distillation We are interested in trans-
ferring knowledge, especially rich structural infor-
mation encoded within the graph, e.g., edge rela-
tion and topology, from the GNN into BERT. The-
oretically, a node’s k-hop neighborhood contains
expressive multi-hop topology that is powerful for
representation of structural information Feng et al.
(2022). We denote Gi as the set of all nodes in the
k-hop neighborhood of node ui:

Gui = {hi} ∪ {hj | j ∈ N k
i } (10)

where N k
i denotes a k-hop neighborhood of node

ui. As Tian et al. (2020) suggest, contrastive repre-
sentation learning improves structural knowledge
distillation from a teacher network in that it cap-
tures structural information from the teacher’s rep-
resentation space:

ℓcl(t, s) = −log
esim(t,s)/τ∑

q 1[q ̸=t]esim(t,q)/τ
(11)

where t, s are representations from the teacher and
student, sim(·) denotes cosine similarity3, 1[q ̸=t] ∈
{0, 1} is an indicator to evaluate if q ̸= t where
q denotes other representations from the training
data, and τ is a temperature parameter. When t, s
are in different dimensions, we employ a simple
linear transformation to project them into the same
dimension. Given an event pair (e1i , e

2
i ), we can

transfer structural knowledge from the GNN to
BERT by using a structural distillation objective
to minimize the contrastive loss in Eq.11 between
an event pair’s BERT-based representation and all

3In fact, it can be any similarity function, e.g., dot product.



node representations within the k-hop neighbor-
hood of event node u1i and u2i

LSD =
N∑
i=1

|Gi|∑
j=1

ℓcl(h
bert
i , vj) (12)

where Gi denotes the set of all node representations
in the k-hop neighborhood of event node u1i and
u2i such that Gi = Gu1

i
∪ Gu2

i
.

Hierarchical Distillation When stacking L layer
GNNs, we are able to distill hierarchical structural
knowledge from GNN to BERT, which greatly im-
proves long-distance event modeling. We extend
the structural distillation objective Eq.12 to a hier-
archical distillation objective as follows:

LHD =

N∑
i=1

L∑
l=1

|Gl
i|∑

j=1

ℓcl(h
bert
i , vj) (13)

where Gl
i denotes the set of all l-th layer node rep-

resentations in the k-hop neighborhood of event
nodes u1i and u2i such that Gl

i = Gl
u1
i
∪ Gl

u2
i
.

3.2.2 Multi-Scale Knowledge Co-Distillation
Subgraph-Aware Transformer However, the
complexity of the number of hierarchical distil-
lation targets is O(N × L×K). The hierarchical
distillation will become intractable when increasing
hops of neighborhood k and depth of GNN layer
L. To address this issue, we propose a Subgraph-
Aware Transformer (SAT) fsat and perform two-
stage fusion on a multi-layer k-hop neighborhood.
Given a set of dg-dimension node representations
G = {h1, · · · , hm} ∈ Rm×dg , SAT computes
pairwise self-attentive node representations Ga ∈
Rm×dg via scaled dot-product attention followed
by mean-pooling (Pool) to produce a single inte-
grated node representation H ∈ Rdg :

H = fsat(G) (14)

= Pool(σ(
GWQ(GWK)⊺√

da
)GWV ) (15)

where WQ,WK , and WV ∈ Rdg×da are attention
weights, and σ denotes a softmax function.

Multi-Scale Distillation Given Gl
i , a set of l-th

layer node representations in the k-hop neighbor-
hood of event node u1i and u2i , we obtain the fused
structural representation H l

i of Gl
i with SAT:

H l
i = fsat(Gl

i) (16)

We aggregate all fused structural representations
pulled from the L layer of event node u1i and u2i
into a set and employ SAT to obtain the final layer-
wise fused hierarchical representation Hi:

Hi = fsat([H
1
i , · · · ,HL

i ]) (17)

Hi can be treated as a multi-scale context represen-
tation that characterizes event pair relations com-
bining both structural and hierarchical aspects. Fur-
thermore, its single and compact representation de-
creases the number of targets in the distilled model.
Therefore, we can re-formulate the hierarchical dis-
tillation in Eq.13 as Multi-Scale Distillation:

LMD =
N∑
i=1

ℓcl(h
bert
i ,Hi) (18)

To this end, we can efficiently transfer multi-scale
knowledge from the GNN to BERT. The number
of distillation targets is now independent of the
number of hops and layers. The complexity is
reduced to O(N).

Contrastive Co-Distillation
In general, knowledge distillation consists of two-
phase training (1) train the teacher’s network on a
task objective; (2) train the student network on
both task and knowledge distillation objectives.
This one-way knowledge distillation cannot fully
explore shared knowledge between the two net-
works to produce better generalization (Zhang et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2020). We propose a more power-
ful approach, Contrastive Co-Distillation (CoD)4,
which combines contrastive representation learn-
ing and stop gradient operation. In particular, we
concatenate BERT and GNN outputs hbert

i ,h
gnn
i

into hi for classification and re-formulate Eq.18 as
Eq. 19 to form our MulCo objective:

LCoD =

N∑
i=1

ℓcl(h
bert
i , Ĥi) + ℓcl(Hi,

ˆhbert
i ) (19)

LCLF =

N∑
i=1

ℓce(fϕ(hi), ri) (20)

LMulCo = LCoD + LCLF (21)

where ·̂ stands for the stop gradient operator Chen
and He (2021) that sets the input variable to a con-
stant, fϕ is a fully-connected layer that outputs the

4When distilling from a syntactic-aware graph and a time-
aware graph, we add their corresponding CoD loss.



class prediction, ri is the temporal relation for the
i-th event pair, and ℓce is the cross-entropy loss.
Instead of a two-phase training or a multi-step al-
ternative optimization as in Zhang et al. (2018), we
optimize the whole framework using a single loss
LMulCo with end-to-end training. The concatenated
output hi acts as an ensemble to deliver compre-
hensive multi-modal information. As such, MulCo
can simultaneously perform mutual distillation and
model optimization on BERT and GNN toward
classification objectives. To verify the advantages
of end-to-end co-distillation, we investigate the
performance on different KD frameworks in Sec-
tion 4.4 and provide the theoretical interpretation
of end-to-end training in Appendix A.8.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Splits

To demonstrate our success at overcoming speci-
ficity either to short-distance or long-distance pairs,
we select four widely-used event temporal relation
extraction datasets (details in Appendix A.1) as
benchmarks: TimeBank-Dense (TB-Dense) (Cas-
sidy et al., 2014), MATRES (Ning et al., 2018),
and TDDiscourse (Naik et al., 2019), which is fur-
ther subdivided into TDDMan and TDDAuto. TB-
Dense and MATRES largely contain short-distance
event pairs. TDDMan only contains long-distance
event pairs, and TDDAuto contains a mixture of
short- and long-distance event pairs. For our evalua-
tions, we follow the same data splits (train/val/test)
and evaluate under F1 score5 as in all prior works.

4.2 Baselines

To fairly compare MulCo against recent SOTAs, we
select commonly-used baselines: SP+ILP (Ning
et al., 2017), BiLSTM (Cheng and Miyao,
2017), BiLSTM+MAP (Han et al., 2019b), and
DeepSSVM (Han et al., 2019a). We also select
Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020), Reformer (Ki-
taev et al., 2020), and BigBird (Zaheer et al.,
2020) long-document pre-trained language mod-
els6 to evaluate MulCo long-document distilla-
tion. From prior GNN SOTAs, we include UC-
Graph (Liu et al., 2021), TIMERS (Mathur et al.,
2021), and RSGT (Zhou et al., 2022). Finally, we
look at the current best-performing approache SCS-

5The F1 score calculated on TB-Dense and MATRES
might cause confusion compared to other literature. We detail
this in the Appendix A.4.

6We adopt the implementation in Man et al. (2022).

EERE (Man et al., 2022) and Unified-Framework
(UF) (Huang et al., 2023). To test our knowledge
distillation, we compare MulCo with three com-
mon training schemes: vanilla knowledge distil-
lation (VKD) (Hinton et al., 2015), mutual dis-
tillation, (DML) (Zhang et al., 2018), and con-
trastive representation distillation (CRD) (Tian
et al., 2020). In our setting, VKD optimizes a
one-way KL objective (Eq.9) on the class proba-
bility distribution; DML optimizes two-way KL
objectives on both teacher and student class prob-
ability distributions and a multi-scale distillation
objective (MD in Eq.18); and CRD only optimizes
an MD objective. All previous distillations require
two-phase training.

4.3 Implementation Settings
We use vanilla BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) as our pre-trained lan-
guage models with the two event context modeling
strategies we have adopted: host-sentence, e.g.,
only including the sentence with the event, and
neighbor-sentence, e.g., including a set of sen-
tences immediately before and after the event sen-
tence, for which decent baseline performance is
demonstrated in Man et al. (2022). As different
GNNs exhibit distinct characteristics that provide
different knowledge, we distill knowledge from
the different choices of GNNs to BERT: Graph
Convolution Network (GCN) (Kipf and Welling,
2016), Relational Graph Convolution Network
(RGCN) (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018), and Rela-
tional Graph Attention Network (RGAT) (Bus-
bridge et al., 2019). Hyper-parameters, including
k-hops and number of GNN layers, are tuned on the
validation set. Implementation, hyper-parameters,
and other details are in Appendix A.3.

4.4 Evaluation Results
Vanilla Knowledge Distillation We first in-
vestigate the extent to where GNNs provide
“knowledge” that improves BERT on long-distance
event-ordering. Table 2 evaluates a baseline
BERT model with various KD from a GNN. It
is evident that distilling knowledge from a GNN
removes the document-length barrier of BERT
context encoding. As Table 2 shows, vanilla KD
improves host-sentence BERT baselines, rendering
them competitive with long-document language
models (See Long-Document LM in Table 3) on
long-distance event pair datasets (TDDMan and
TDDAuto). Hence, we can conclude that a GNN



BERT Variants No KD VKD DML CRD MulCo
TDDMan

BERT-Host 37.5 43.0 45.4 44.1 47.3
BERT-Neighbor 44.7 44.0 46.2 47.9 49.1
RoBERTa-Host 37.1 49.1 51.3 50.1 51.5
RoBERTa-Neighbor 44.5 47.9 51.2 50.2 55.1

TDDAuto
BERT-Host 62.3 67.4 69.3 68.8 70.3
BERT-Neighbor 62.4 66.9 65.7 66.3 68.3
RoBERTa-Host 61.6 73.3 72.7 76.9 76.0
RoBERTa-Neighbor 68.9 69.7 72.1 72.6 77.1

MATRES
BERT-Host 78.1 85.7 84.9 87.5 85.7
BERT-Neighbor 80.2 83.5 82.7 84.9 86.0
RoBERTa-Host 78.4 87.9 87.5 88.2 89.7
RoBERTa-Neighbor 79.4 85.3 86.8 87.5 90.4

TB-Dense
BERT-Host 62.2 78.7 80.2 78.1 83.5
BERT-Neighbor 77.5 77.4 79.0 77.3 81.0
RoBERTa-Host 61.9 79.5 79.8 78.3 84.2
RoBERTa-Neighbor 76.7 78.7 83.5 82.1 85.6

Table 2: F1-score comparison for different KD methods.
For each KD method, we report the best score from the
best distilled GNN listed in Appendix A.6.

does provide “knowledge” for BERT that improves
long-distance event pair modeling.

Multi-Scale Distillation Next, we investigate the
extent to which multi-scale knowledge provides
compact and comprehensive representations that
allow BERT to capture structural and hierarchical
context cues. We compare Vanilla KD with Multi-
Scale Distillation (DML, CRD, and MulCo).
Table 2 shows all BERT baselines substantially
improve on both long- and short-distance event
temporal relation extraction when passed through
multi-scale knowledge distillation. They out-
perform or perform competitively with current
SOTAs across comparisons in Table 3. This
confirms the efficacy of multi-scale knowledge and
demonstrates the Subgraph-Aware Transformer
fuses structural and hierarchical knowledge into a
compact representation.

End-to-End Co-Distillation Finally, to see the va-
lidity of our end-to-end formulation we measure the
performance of MulCo’s objective against various
KD frameworks. We see in Table 2 that end-to-end
co-distillation MulCo achieves better and more
efficient mutual distillation without alternative opti-
mization (DML) and two-phase distillation on rep-
resentation (KD and CRD). With this distillation,
MulCo establishes new SOTA performance in event
temporal relation extraction as in Table 3, confirm-
ing our hypotheses on GNN knowledge, distillation
to BERT, and efficient end-to-end co-distillation.
We observe that neighbor-sentence event modeling

Model TDDMan TDDAuto MATRES TB-Dense
Previous Baselines

SP+ILP 23.8 46.1 76.3 58.4
BiLSTM 24.3 51.8 59.5 48.4
BiLSTM+MAP 41.1 57.1 75.5 64.5
DeepSSVM 41.0 58.8 - 63.2

Long-Document LM
Reformer 43.7 65.9 - -
BigBird 43.3 65.3 - -
Longformer 44.2 66.8 - -

Recent SOTAs
UCGraph 43.4 61.2 - 59.1
TIMERS 45.5 71.1 82.3 67.8
RGST - - 82.2 68.7
UF - - 82.6 68.1
SCS-EERE 51.1 76.7 83.4 -
MulCo 55.1 77.1 90.4 85.6

Table 3: F1-score comparison on all baselines and SO-
TAs, best scores bolded. For MulCo, we select the
best-performing variants from Table 2.

also has benefits in knowledge distillation, suggest-
ing that the inclusion of more sentences for event
pair modeling benefits contextualized learning.

4.5 Discussion
In this section, we more deeply analyze MulCo per-
formance on TDDAuto to illuminate its knowledge
transfer process. Through the section, we denote
“BERT” and “GNN” as best-performing variants
RoBERTa-Neighbor and RGAT, respectively.

Model Combination of MulCo Here we validate
MulCo’s utility as a single model to account for
both short- and long-distance event pairs. We begin
our comparison against a more straightforward
way to form a joint model, e.g., ensembling
BERT and GNN. We vary the cut-off we use to
define short- and long-distance proximity bands
in TDDAuto to evaluate how distance affects
performance. This ensemble falls short of the
theoretical “best case” (Dong et al., 2020) by using
all correct predictions from BERT and GNN that
are respectively trained and evaluated on their
assigned proximity band subset7. Scores are shown
in Table 4. The observed under-performance
suggests that, while event-pairs may encode
temporal information from multiple proximity
bands of the text, distance alone is not a reliable
discriminator to define short- and long-distance
pairs for joint models. MulCo, on the other
hand, demonstrates a performance enhanced by
collaborative knowledge integration between
BERT and GNN, offering the potential for greater

7For instance, BERT-Short denotes BERT baselines trained
and evaluated only on the TDDAuto short-distance proximity
band.



Distance-Cutoff 2 3 4 5
Performance on distance subset in TDDAuto

BERT-Short 36.0 60.8 64.4 66.3
GNN-Long 43.8 43.7 44.1 43.8
GNN-Short 32.8 42.1 43.8 44.8
BERT-Long 70.7 75.3 73.5 62.0

Ensemble performance on TDDAuto
BERT-Short + GNN-Long 42.3 48.9 52.4 55.3
GNN-Short + BERT-Long 63.4 65.1 59.7 51.8
MulCo 77.1 72.9 72.9 66.8

Table 4: F1 score comparison between single models on
short- and long-distance subset, perfect ensemble, and
MulCo with distance cut-offs in TDDAuto. Note, the
default distance cut-off is 2 Naik et al. (2019).

improvements by later joint models.

Figure 2: Correct (blue) and incorrect (red) predictions
from BERT, GNN, and MulCo on TDDAuto.

Knowledge Aggregation of MulCo We argue
that there are distinct proximity bands with
different associated cues needed for full ETRE
prediction, requiring an integrated approach. To
validate that MulCo acts as an effective knowledge
aggregator from BERT and GNN, we compare
MulCo prediction with each on distinct event pairs.
Figure 2 shows that MulCo is able to perform
predictions that BERT and GNN correctly perform,
and correctly predicts several examples that are not
captured by either BERT or GNN. This suggests
MulCo is able to integrate and use knowledge
effectively, better in some cases than either single
model for overall more accurate prediction.

Knowledge Acquisition of MulCo MulCo builds
an integrated model that acquires temporal knowl-
edge for short- and long-distance event pairs from
BERT and GNN. To show the efficacy of MulCo
knowledge distillation, we separately display the
portion of predictions MulCo correctly makes
which only one of BERT or GNN also makes (a
“unique prediction”). Unique predictions suggest a
dependency on knowledge that is particular to one
or the other proximity bands we study, and Table 5
shows that MulCo retains that knowledge in over
50% of all unique prediction types. Results further
suggest that short-distance event pairs still benefit
from GNN knowledge, as do long-distance with

Distance Short Long
TDDAuto Number of Test 877 2759

Unique Prediction
BERT 270 795
GNN 22 83

MulCo Prediction in Unique Prediction
BERT 234 (87%) 710 (89%)
GNN 12 (54%) 53 (64%)

Table 5: Number and percentage of MulCo predictions
that carry over from BERT and GNN unique prediction.

Dataset GCN RGCN RGAT
TDDMan 39.9 / 40.9 43.0 / 38.4 38.4 / 51.5
TDDAuto 43.7 / 63.1 44.7 / 66.5 43.1 / 68.3
MATRES 80.1 / 86.8 81.3 / 84.2 80.5 / 86.0
TB-Dense 72.0 / 79.2 74.5 / 78.2 73.0 / 84.2

Table 6: F1 score comparison on multi-scale knowledge
distillation. (Left) from BERT to GNN and (Right)
from GNN to BERT.

BERT. MulCo effectively incorporates the neces-
sary insights those to achieve high performance
across both short- and long-distance event pairs.

4.6 Limitations

Multi-scale knowledge distillation is demonstrated
to improve BERT temporal event-ordering. How-
ever, the converse does not currently appear to
be the case. As shown in Table 6, GNNs do
not improve on long- and short-distance temporal-
ordering tasks through multi-scale distillation from
BERT; in fact, we see a considerable performance
drop in this case. A possible explanation is a knowl-
edge bottleneck: as multi-scale knowledge is aggre-
gated by a subgraph-aware transformer, the signal
is restricted from passing through to other nodes.
This deficiency strictly narrows our scope for po-
tential application and impact.

5 Conclusion

Learning to leverage temporal cues on long- and
short-distance event pairs is a crucial step to-
wards robust temporal relation extraction, yet
progress has been hampered by limitations in trans-
former context lengths. With our simple, effective,
and high-performing MulCo approach, multi-scale
knowledge co-distillation overcomes BERT’s long-
distance barriers, and simultaneously optimizes
knowledge, representation, and distillation, thus
leading to new state-of-the-art performance on the
event temporal relation extraction task.



Ethics Statement

MulCo concentrates performance improvement on
event temporal ordering extraction. The model is
trained and evaluated on datasets of public-facing
journal articles and therefore does not intrude on
individual privacy. The dataset may have biases
due to the focus on U.S. institutions in sourcing
news articles. Like all NLP tools, we note that
our work could be applied to any number of future
language tasks, which might introduce their own
distinct ethical concerns. We want to be conscien-
tious about potential future misuse, especially in
fields dealing with sensitive user data, but the task
of temporally ordering events does not carry major
ethical challenges beyond what we have already
listed.
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A Appendix

A.1 Dataset and Statistics

Table 7 describes dataset statistics on TDDMan,
TDDAuto, MATRES Ning et al. (2018), and
Timebank-Dense (TB-Dense) Cassidy et al. (2014).
Table 8 lists all temporal relations among each
dataset. TDDMan and TDDAuto are subsets of
TDDiscourse Naik et al. (2019) dataset. TDDMan
contains global event pairs, and TDDAuto includes
both local and global event pairs. MATRES and
TimeBank-Dense (TB-Dense) largely contain lo-
cal event pairs, where temporal relations are either
located in the same or adjacent sentence.

Dataset Train Val Test Labels
TDDMan 4,000 650 1,500 5
TDDAuto 32,609 4,435 4,258 5
MATRES 231 25 20 4
TB-Dense 4,032 629 1,427 6

Table 7: Dataset statistics on Train/Val/Test splits on
temporal relations and the number of relation types.

Dataset Temporal Relations
TDDAuto After, Before, Simultaneous, Includes, Is included
TDDMan After, Before, Simultaneous, Includes, Is included
MATRES After, Before, Equal, Vague
TB-Dense After, Before, Simultaneous, Includes, Is included, Vague

Table 8: Dataset statistics on Train/Val/Test splits on
temporal relations and the number of relation types.

A.2 Dataset IAA vs Performance

To argue the potential question regarding whether
it’s possible to have high-performance model that
exceeds the Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) for
benchmark datasets, it should be noted that the
IAA for these datasets does not constitute an up-
per bound on model performance. The tempo-
ral order of two real events is an objective prop-
erty, even if human annotators find it difficult to
deduce and thus disagree heavily. Additionally,
all benchmarks (TDDiscourse (Naik et al., 2019),
TimeBank-Dense (Cassidy et al., 2014), and MA-
TRES (Ning et al., 2018)) have undergone post-
IAA adjudication, and these adjudicated labels can
help models identify features that improve perfor-
mance beyond IAA.

A.3 Implementation Details

For a pre-trained language model for BERT event
representation learning, we select “bert-based-
uncased” (Devlin et al., 2019) and “roberta-base”
(Liu et al., 2019) with hidden size fixed to 768.
Note that distilling knowledge into long-document
pre-trained language models is not our motivation
as we notice their sub-optimal performance on long-
distance event pairs compared to vanilla BERT with
optimal sentence selection baseline (Man et al.,
2022). All the model parameters for “bert-based-
uncased” and “roberta-base” remain the default
setting as in the PyTorch version of Huggingface
Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). We employ a two-
layer multilayer perceptron (MLP) with ReLu acti-
vation as event temporal relation classifier. We tune
hyper-parameters listed in Table 9 on the valida-
tion set. We use the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
optimizer with a fixed learning rate of 0.0001. All
experiments are run with a random seed setup. Op-
timal parameters and random seed for each dataset
are reported in Table 10. We use SpaCy 3.4 to pro-
duce document and sentence dependency parsing,
PyTorch Geometric (Fey and Lenssen, 2019) 2.0.4
to implement all GNN models and PyTorch version
of Huggingface Transformers 4.11.3 for BERT and
RoBERTa. All experiments are implemented us-
ing Python 3.8.10, Nvidia Driver 470.141.03 with
CUDA 11.4, and executed on DGX-A100 with
40GB GPU memory under Ubuntu 20.04.

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/2020.emnlp-demos.6
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Parameters Value Range
BERT dimension 768
GNN dimension {64, 128, 256}
RGAT attention dimension {64, 128, 256}
SAT dimension 768
Embedding space for cl 2048
K-hops {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Number of GNN layers {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Dropout {0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.8, 0.9}
Learning Rate Fixed 1e-5
Batch size {8, 16, 32}
Temperature in CL {0.01, 0.02, ..., 0.8, 0.9 }
Temperature in KD Fixed 0.1

Table 9: Hyperparameter Settings

Parameters TDD
Man

TDD
Auto MATRES TB-

Dense
BERT dimension 768 768 768 768
GNN dimension 256 256 256 128
RGAT attention dimension 256 256 256 128
SAT dimension 768 768 768 768
Embedding space for cl 2048 2048 2048 2048
K-hops 1 2 1 1
Number of GNN layers 2 3 1 1
Dropout 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1
Learning Rate 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5
Batch size 16 32 16 16
Temperature in CL 0.1 0.04 0.9 0.9
Temperature in KD 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Random Seed 2513 2513 1103 1103

Table 10: Optimal hyperparameters that are selected for
each dataset

A.4 F1 score details on TimeBank-Dense and
MATRES

To be consistent with past work on this dataset, The
precision calculation for TimeBank-Dense (TB-
Dense) differs from standard precision. At test
time, models label relations for event pairs sampled
per some heuristic (e.g., all event pairs occurring
within 2 sentences of each other) since labeling
all possible event pairs gets expensive for longer
documents. Sometimes the set of pairs labeled by
a model is a strict superset of the gold data. In this
situation, model predictions for pairs that are not
labeled in the gold standard are not included while
computing precision (see lines 336-339 in imple-
mentation from TB-Dense authors (Chambers).),
and Precision / Recall/ F1

scores all end up being the same, as in prior
work (refer Table 7 in [2]). Additionally, marginal
improvements on TDDAuto vs other datasets is
not too surprising because we already expected
improving performance on mixed datasets to be a
greater challenge, given most recent SOTA work
has not been able to solve this issue well. We
have also submitted our source code to support our
experimental scores.

A.5 Discussion of performance on Graph
Neural Network baselines

To further discuss the sub-optimal performance
of Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), we select
TIMERS (Mathur et al., 2021) and UCGraph (Liu
et al., 2021), the current SOTA GNN-based meth-
ods to evaluate on long- and short-distance dataset,
e.g., TDDMan, TDDAuto, and Timebank-Dense,
to analyze their GNN components. We directly
cite the evaluation scores from the experimental
section in their original paper. We compare three
models: (1) UCGraph-RGCN; a powerful RGCN
that utilizes novel uncertainty modeling (refer to
original paper (Liu et al., 2021) for more details),
(2) GR-GCN; a vanilla RGCN with gating mech-
anism to control feature propagation through lay-
ers (more details in Mathur et al. (2021)), and (3)
TIMRES; combining GR-GCN and BERT context
encoder to form an integrated model for event tem-
poral ordering (refer Mathur et al. (2021) for more
details). As we can see in Table 13, UCGraph
can obtain high performance on TDDMan and be
competitive on TDDAuto. Since TDDMan con-
tains only long-distance event pairs, it shows that
GNN-based method has the potential to model long-
distance event pairs. However, when performing
on a short-distance dataset, e.g., TB-Dense, it per-
forms weakly compared to pre-trained language
model baselines (BERT and RoBERTa). It is ob-
vious that BERT-based models perform well on
short-distance event pairs, which powerful GNN
usually does not. On the other hand, it is evident
that TIMERS performance mainly depends on its
BERT context encoding. The vanilla RGCN is inca-
pable to capture both long- and short-distance con-
text, for its poor evaluation results. When combin-
ing them, the performance substantially improves.
It tells us two things: (1) either GNN needs to be
more powerful by including other modeling con-
cepts (e.g., uncertainty), (2) or combine with BERT-
based language model to implicitly provide long-
distance context information. Obviously, GNN
does improve long-distance modeling but performs
sub-optimal on all short-distance cases.

A.6 Choice of backbone architecture

As discussed in Section 4.3, different GNNs per-
form distinct actions, e.g., message passing and
attention mechanisms. Some experimentation is
necessary to identify the best target architecture for
knowledge distillation. Table 11 lists the F1 score



TDDMan TDDAuto MATRES TB-Dense
Model GCN RGCN RGAT GCN RGCN RGAT GCN RGCN RGAT GCN RGCN RGAT
BERT-Host 40.9 41.0 47.3 70.3 66.3 66.2 84.9 84.2 85.7 82.0 83.5 81.4
BERT-Neighbor 41.1 38.4 48.1 63.1 64.7 68.3 82.7 84.2 86.0 79.0 78.2 81.0
RoBERTa-Host 46.4 47.7 51.5 67.2 75.2 76.0 86.0 88.6 89.7 79.2 82.8 84.2
RoBERTa-Neighbor 43.5 45.2 55.1* 74.8 66.5 77.1* 86.8 85.3 90.4* 80.5 84.7 85.6*

Table 11: Comparing F1 score with different BERT and GNN combination.

of all combinations on different GNN and BERT
baselines. From the evaluation, neighbor-sentence
RoBERTa and RGAT achieve the best performance,
which we attribute to their increased modeling ca-
pacity. The attention on relation type in RGAT has
higher capacity to model complexity, providing ex-
tensive knowledge. Meanwhile, sentence dynamic
masking (Liu et al., 2019) in RoBERTa provides
more variance that can be regularized, allowing it
to carry out robust knowledge distillation. Intu-
itively, injecting multiple sentences provides more
contextual evidence for temporal relations, a cost-
effective way to better extract temporal relations in
both long- and short-distance scenarios.

A.7 Performance Analysis on K-hops and
Number of GNN layers

A deeper GNN layer lets each node reach long-
distance information. A larger k-hop neighborhood
allows the node to capture complex local struc-
tures. Nevertheless, stacking more GNN layers
can easily produce over-smoothing problem (Oono
and Suzuki, 2019). Enlarging the neighborhood
may introduce redundancy in local structure that
is shared for neighborhood nodes. We examine
different choices of k-hop and the number of layers
on the best-performing architecture (RoBERTa-N
+ RGAT) and report F1 scores in Table 12. We dis-
cover that more GNN layer and smaller neighbor-
hood improves the performance for long-distance
relation extraction, yet, it starts to drop when it
goes more deeper. We surmise that hierarchical
knowledge is more important than structural con-
tent on longer distance event pairs. Additionally,
short-distance event pair doesn’t require deeper and
larger modeling space, as we find that increasing
both layers and k-hop decreases the performance.
Therefore, local structural knowledge is sufficient
to characterize short-distance event pairs.

A.8 Impact of stop-gradient and
interpretation

Stop-gradient Chen and He (2021) is a function that
removes gradient flows to pass through its input.
We evaluate the F1 scores if allowing gradient flows

TDDMan
k-hops 1-Layer 2-Layer 3-Layer 4-Layer 5-Layer
1 47.7 55.1 49.8 49.2 48.4
2 49.1 52.3 50.1 44.5 48.6
3 47.5 48.6 47.5 45.4 48.7
4 49.6 50.8 47.1 44.0 47.9
5 50.7 50.9 48.8 46.4 45.8

TDDAuto
k-hops 1-Layer 2-Layer 3-Layer 4-Layer 5-Layer
1 67.4 71.6 66.6 69.7 68.3
2 67.9 69.9 77.1 70.7 69.8
3 68.0 71.7 69.3 68.4 65.1
4 68.1 67.2 67.4 64.9 72.3
5 68.1 73.4 74.6 68.2 72.1

MATRES
k-hops 1-Layer 2-Layer 3-Layer 4-Layer 5-Layer
1 90.4 87.9 89.7 86.8 85.7
2 87.9 85.7 89.7 85.3 87.1
3 87.5 86.0 88.2 85.7 86.8
4 88.2 85.3 87.5 87.9 86.0
5 86.4 86.8 87.5 86.8 86.0

TB-Dense
k-hops 1-Layer 2-Layer 3-Layer 4-Layer 5-Layer
1 85.5 80.6 83.1 82.3 83.1
2 83.4 82.8 80.4 79.5 83.5
3 81.9 82.8 76.8 81.7 80.1
4 83.0 82.9 81.4 81.1 80.4
5 83.3 80.7 79.0 78.8 84.0

Table 12: F1 scores on different choices of k-hops and
number of GNN layers. Note, we select the best archi-
tecture to perform the comparison.

Model TDDMan TDDAuto MATRES TB-Dense
BERT 37.5 62.3 78.1 62.2
RoBERTa 37.1 61.6 78.4 61.9
UCGraph 43.4 61.2 - 59.1
GR-GCN 33.7 51.6 68.6 50.6
TIMERS 45.5 71.1 82.3 67.8

Table 13: F1 score comparison under different GNN
baselines. We directly cite evaluation scores from their
original paper Mathur et al. (2021); Liu et al. (2021).

passing through the second input of ℓcl in CoD loss
(Eq. 19):

LCoDA =

N∑
i=1

ℓcl(h
bert
i ,Hi)+ ℓcl(Hi,h

bert
i ) (22)

where we remove the ·̂ from Hi and hbert
i , the sec-

ond term in ℓcl. Table 14 shows that “Passing”
through gradient flows on all BERT baselines “de-
feats” the performance on all datasets. This find-
ing validates the necessity of using a stop-gradient.
To simplify our interpretation, let Fθ, Gπ denote
BERT and GNN representations parameterized by



B-H B-N R-H R-N
Dataset A S A S A S A S
TDDMan 36.2 47.3 38.8 49.1 42.2 51.5 51.3 55.1
TDDAuto 57.5 70.3 65.5 68.3 67.5 76.0 68.1 77.1
MATRES 83.1 85.7 84.9 86.0 87.1 89.7 86.2 90.4
TB-Dense 79.5 83.5 75.9 81.0 83.4 84.2 78.1 85.6

Table 14: Comparing F1 score with allowing A or stop-
ping S gradient through contrastive objective.

trainable weights θ and π. Let ·̂ be a stop gradient
operator. Following the derivation from Chen and
He (2021), we now cast the contrastive learning
task Eq.11 into two subtasks:

min
θ,π

ℓcl(Fθ, Ĝπ) ≈ min
θ

sim(Fθ, G) (23)

min
π,θ

ℓcl(Gπ, F̂θ) ≈ min
π

sim(Gπ, F ) (24)

where sim(·) denotes similarity, and G,F denote
variables that gradients are removed from π, θ
that associate with the original Gπ, Fθ. Mutual
distillation, DML (Zhang et al., 2018), requires
solving the right terms in Eq. 23 first, and then 24.
When computing the joint loss (summing up both
left terms in Eq. 23 and 24), we are actually solving
mutual distillation objectives, as mentioned earlier,
which maximizes the similarity for Fθ given the
embedding from G as the target objective and vice
versa. To this end, the alternative optimization is
now formulated as a single end-to-end training.


